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PREFACE

I  am a  channel  for  the Elohim,  the “Orion  Star
Grids”, (DIY Ascension tools), the “Gateway
Systems” from ‘Atlantis’, and “Scalar Energy”. I
have the ability to reach beyond the Earth’s energy
matrix to bring through information and advanced
technology from “Divine Beings of Light.”

This is the tenth book that I have channelled, the
first  three  were  a  trilogy  in  Consciousness,  the
“Book Of Life”, “Life Essence”, and “The One”. All
are designed  to  move us  into  higher levels  of
consciousness,  using the  sacred  Ancient  energy
technology of Light, based upon Fibonacci
sequencing.

My fourth book “Communications from the Stars”
is a series of channellings from Lightbeings,
Galactic Councils, Collective Consciousnesses, and
Archangels. There are messages from Yeshua, The
Yeshua Collective, Salusa, Archangel  Michael  and
many  more.  They  offer  their  help,  support and
suggestions,  that  will  help  us enormously at  this
time of transition in our lives.

My fifth book “Diamond Lightbody”, gives us
technical information about energy fields and the
lightbody  processes  that lead  to  Diamond  Light
Consciousness. Included in this book are the
Diamond  Light  Key Codes  that  when  used,  will
activate this Consciousness within us, returning us
to our Immortal state of Being.

My sixth book “Atlantis Aurora”, tells us about the



changes that will take us into the Golden Age once
more,  and  how  we  can reinstate  this  wonderful
high  vibrational  reality,  through  the  Quantum
triggers contained within the words, and the codes
that were used in the healing temples of Atlantis.

The seventh channelling is  from Max the 13th

Ancient crystal skull. He and the other 12 skulls act
as living libraries, multidimensional portals, giving
us the codes for human evolution, and the
crystalline body transition. This book contains the
codes which unlock All Realities, returning them to
fluidity in order to be reformed to our liking.
Connect  with  Max  through  the  vibration  of  this
book to change your Destiny !

“The Hyperborean Portal” is a channelling from
Agartha, our hollow Earth brothers and sisters. It
tells us about our connection with them, and how
they will  resurface to  help  us  to  establish  Peace
and Harmony upon our world. It contains the entry
code to the Portal, and the new 5D reality.

“The Infinite Universe” has been given to us by
Archangel Ariel. It describes the nature of
Universal  and  multidimensional  realities  and the
species  which  inhabit  them.  It  explains  our  role
and our subsequent and inevitable shift to the new
5D reality and how this will be achieved.

This is my tenth book. It gives information about
the “Gateway Systems” and their purpose, and the
Master  Activators  who are  working  diligently to
role out these systems as part of the 'DNA Reverse
Program', designed to delete the negative



Anunnaki programs, and genetic modifications
which were given to Humanity at the end of the
Atlantean Period of History. This book invites you
to  get  involved  in  returning  us  all  to  a  state  of
Empowerment.

I like to stay at the forefront of Spiritual change
and growth,  and if  like me you are dedicated to
evolving and bringing Love, Peace, and Harmony to
this  world,  then you will want  to  use this  book.
Bless you All …......... KI-RA
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Your cellular structures are infinite vessels of
embodiment. This  allows  for  the  imprinting  of  the
hologram onto your templates.

The body’s vehicles are connected energetically, so
that  information  can  be  transmitted  from  ‘Source
Mind’.

The electrons carry vital instructions for each
neuron that comprises the nervous system. An
electrical charge is emitted from the Quantum Field,
which contains a scalar charge. The two are melded
as one, the electron being the carrier of the scalar
frequency.

Evidence supports the merging of holographic
identities, within the same framework of both linear
and multidimensional timelines. Thus it is
conceivable  for  more than  one  identity  to  operate
through the same interface. This is particularly
significant at this time of merging quantum realities,
that are issuing from the Void.

Your present timeline has limitations placed upon it,
and  will  inevitably give  way to  a  new one,  one  of
greater expansion that allows connectivity to all
realms of existence. This timeline will be a far
superior one, that will lead to greater awareness for
you all.
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Your quantum reality field is transmitting new
encodings for your use. Your deification is in process
through the implementation of these quantum
codes. It is of paramount importance for you at this
time, to absorb these into your energy fields. This is
groundbreaking territory,  and  will take  you to  the
next level of your Evolution.

Simplistic states of consciousness are prevalent in
your world. These are the Annunaki driven states of
mind, that were used to control and enslave you.

A very long time ago, you agreed to a decline in
consciousness, which was part of a major experiment
to redefine life, and to evolve it significantly. A major
upsurge  from  the  ‘Core’, was  expected  to  be  the
outcome of this diminished consciousness. Such an
outpouring of plasma would impact upon the Whole
of the Cosmos, forming a monumental shift within all
life. The successful outcome of this shift, will see a
transformation of epic proportions taking place. The
limited consciousness that you have had to endure
will be transfigured into new dimensional form. This
will take place slowly at first, but will gather
momentum as you integrate more of the codes that
are being given to  you.  Success  depends upon the
level of integration which occurs within your matrix
fields.
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An integration of the matrix codes for evolution, will
establish a new hologram for you all. One that
functions with greater capacity and reflects more of
your dimensional light from ‘Source’.

There is an inherent ‘Source Code’ present within
everyone. It  has  been  there  since  the  beginning,
awaiting the cycles of renewal that are forever
changing your landscape.

New  systems  have  been  devised,  and  structures
built upon this code, giving increased awareness
faculties to all Beings.

The transient  nature of  life  will  be  seen to  be a
sham.  Yet another  illusion implanted within  you,  a
distortion of the true reality of continuity. There are
no endings or beginnings to your lives, just different
stages, as in the growth from childhood to maturity.
The purpose of the illusion was to force you into fear
consciousness, and through this manner it would be
easier to control you.

The control mechanisms have now been loosened,
to allow you to blossom in the light once more. This
is bringing unprecedented levels of growth to you all.
You have been held down for long enough. Now is
the time for you to rise up and reclaim your power.
The infinite nature of your world, is revealing itself to
you now, in it’s full glory.
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The  Gateways  are an advanced system  of  star
networks that traverse the Universes. Their function
is primarily to upgrade all living forms. This upgrading
takes place by increments.

The  systems  network  is  vast,  and covers  many
parallels  and alternate realities.  It  is  designed  to
function with the Scalar Frequency, as this contains
the highest light quotient.

These networks supersede all systems, providing the
greatest  tools  for  transformation. These tools  have
been given to Kira, to pass on to you all, at this time
of awakening.  She is empowered to bring you into
alignment with these networks, so that you will  be
able to align with your highest expression of ‘Self’.

This is a great work that is being undertaken here,
one that will see the emergence of the Divine Creator
in you all. Your vibrations will be encoded with
supremely powerful data, which will take the place of
your  existing  codes. This  encoded  information  will
transform your cells, changing your body script
entirely to a new format. This will be the body script
of the ‘Immortals’, the race of giants that have
walked your Earth previously.

These transmissions will  be given to you through
Kira initially. Soon you will be empowered to
transmit the codes yourself to all Beings.

These networks of light will provide many changes
in your matrix, culminating in a Re-Birth for
Humanity.

Until recently this energy has been suppressed, by
those who fear it’s outcome. Their agenda has been
to limit your growth. Ours is to expand it. The
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Gateway networks  align with  the current  emerging
expansion which is taking place. They cannot be held
back any longer.

The pristine nature of your vehicles, will be returned
to you,  as  this  expansion process escalates.  This  is
one of the many benefits of these changes. Health
and Wellbeing will become the norm, and Peace will
at last settle upon the Earth.

The principal functioning of your matrix and
lightbody systems, is to renew all life.

The energetic variations which exist at the cellular
level, are a miasma of thought form. These miasmas
occur  when  your  thought is  misaligned. Your  true
potential  is thwarted  as  a  result  of  these  deviant
thought forms. They belong to the lower life forces of
Creation.

Higher  impulses  await  you,  their  fire  is  burning
bright.  It  is  illuminating  all  realms  now,  especially
your third density. This Cosmic Fire is unlike anything
that you have witnessed before. It is purging
everything that it touches, with the purity of Heaven.

The Fire  Dragons  are  in  their  ascendancy at  this
time. Their task is to renew and regenerate all living
forms. They have elected to work with Kira, who has
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been chosen because of her dragon heritage. She is
one of them in embodiment, and will steer you along
the correct path to the Light once more. Her
reputation is not yet known, though her influence is
powerful. Her Divine Ministrations are just beginning.

The finite nature of Being, is part of your transience
from form to form. The transient nature of life is but
a mirage, concealing the true Infinite Lifestream.

The Divine embodiment of form is brought about by
fractals  of  light. These  fractals  are  an  attribute  of
Deity. Formed within the prismatic light of ‘Self’, they
carry  the  Divine  intention  to  it’s  conclusion.  Their
resonance, is that of the Divine ‘Phi’. Their unification
with the field of matter, creates the basis for all life. It
is thus that the Divine finds expression.

Tiny particles of mass are drawn together by
magnetic fields. The attraction is irresistible, and the
molecular structures develop. The impetus of unity
binds them together, for they share a common
purpose. Many of your forms share similar attributes.
These are geometric correlations, given to you by the
sacred geometrical encoding, which drives all
creation. The parameters for the encoding are
prerequisite. They follow a Divinely ordained pattern,
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which is  chosen for  each form exclusively.  Like  the
snowflakes that fall from your sky, these patterns are
unique, forming an individual expression of the ‘One
Life’. Molecular changes will occur over time within
each form, though the form will still carry it’s
individuality.

Growth will take place inevitably by Universal Law,
which decrees expansion and amelioration.
Improvements are constantly being made, and
upgrades performed, to enhance the life experience
of all living beings. This is a fundamental part of the
plan.  All  living  things  respond to  their  Soul  Plan,
through Nature and purpose.

There is a hidden component which enables multi-
functioning  across  different  timelines.  This  is  now
becoming active within you. Morphogenic Fields hold
everything together, within the Hologram of
Humanity. They enable you to share both data and
information, consciously. These are your fields of
consciousness, expressing itself through matter. You
have a shared field between you, which serves the
Whole, which you call  the ‘Collective’. It  is  through
this field that the Whole expands.

As each one of you brings new information into the
Collective Matrix, it becomes readily available to all.
What one  achieves,  all  can aspire  to,  due  to  the
nature of this field. Each individual holographic
change has a huge impact upon the Whole. This is
how the upgrading process takes place, and
monumental shifts in the field of awareness. In
biological terms, new species are born as a result of
this process, redefining what it is to be Human.
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Loosen your fixed ideas about what you are. You are
permeable  energy fields  that  are morphing into so
much more. Loosen the grip on your reality, it too is
morphing to reflect your inner changes.

The energy streams of ‘Source’ are infinite. There
are numerous possibilities springing forth into reality.
The only limitation is your mind. As a construct, it is
only an interface with your third dimensional reality,
and serves no other purpose than that.

You are traversing the mind barrier, as your
conscious awareness expands, crossing over into
other  realms of  existence, which  are  beyond  the
comprehension of your mental faculties. These
supernal states of Being, are just the threshold of an
exciting new journey which awaits you.

An inward journey needs to be made. This journey
will take you to many planes of existence.

The diurnal secret of life is now available to you, as
a part of  this  awakening process which you are all
undergoing.

Changes  in  the  metaphysical  nature of  life,  are
filtering down into your body templates,  which are
trying to adapt to the incoming information. This has
brought about a resistance within some of you, who
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are resisting the new unfamiliar energy.
Changes at deeper levels will stir up many things for

you,  bringing  them  to  the  surface  to  be  released.
These quantum energies are a powerful driving force
for change. They are catapulting you into unknown
realms to make the alterations in your energy fields,
which you need at present.

Einstein’s equation of E=MC2, falls short of the true
reality. Energy is regarded as a tool here, rather than
the  fabric  of  life.  Everything  is  constructed  out  of
energy. The life force builds it’s structures upon this
framework, these energy lattices, which are designed
to catch particles of light within them. This is how the
building process occurs.

Synthetic changes in your energy fields, are
responsible for divergent forms of life. These are the
crystalline matrix forms which belong to other realms
of life.

The importance of these forms at this time, is that
they are resonating at a much higher frequency than
yours. Their genome has been improved by the
stellar stargate systems, otherwise known as the
‘Gateway Systems’.

The primary reason for the existence of the
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‘Gateway Systems’,  is  for  the  upgrading of  all  life.
They operate at the Quantum level of Reality,
bringing an infusion of Quantum Light into your
cellular bodies. This has a transforming effect upon
your genetic material, creating a deep and
permanent  change  within  the cellular  matrix.  The
holographic field is thus altered, and a new superior
being emerges, like the butterfly from the chrysalis.

Your new genetic material will contain many seeds
from other worlds. Seeds of knowledge and wisdom
from the stars, that will benefit you tremendously.

These advanced systems are active now upon your
world. They serve the very highest principles of life.

Advanced modern technology is changing the face
of your world. The instruments and devices that you
are creating, are revolutionary.

En masse, you are transcending the boundaries of
technological know-how. These advancements come
from your superior growth as a race of divine
sentient beings.

Your technology will continue to improve, and
advancements  will  be  made  that  are beyond your
wildest dreams. These are being led by your Spirit, as
it  reveals  more  of  it’s  infinite  nature  to  you.  Your
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spiritual growth is spurring these new developments
for you all.

Science is set to be the spiritual forerunner, that will
elevate you beyond the norm. Your matrix changes
are  already creating new  scientific  projects,  which
have  not  yet  manifested  within  your reality. These
changes are escalating your abilities, and your
potential to create out of the divine substance of life,
that which you most desire.

All things are possible to Creator Beings, with
limitless tools at their disposal. Your evolution will be
carried forwards by these tools, that will serve you as
masters  of  your  reality.  Significant  change  is  upon
you now.

What has been begun, cannot be stopped, as all of
life marches onwards into the infinite future, in your
linear terms.

Major reconstructions are taking place, in order to
fulfil the impetus for divine renewal. Your very
existence depends upon these changes being made.
You are being provided with new templates that will
furnish  you  with  different  physical  vehicles,  which
will possess extraordinary attributes. These template
structures are more complex. They have a more
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sophisticated  geometrical  configuration,  than  your
current ones. This will create significant
improvements in your abilities and expression.

The new matrix geometry holds powerful keys for
your  evolution  to  beyond the human being.  These
keys are tools for your awakening. They unlock the
potential of the Divine Mind, stimulating growth and
progression.

The unlocking of your reality is a necessary part of
the process. This will have the effect of returning all
forms to the fluid state of compliance, from which a
new reality  can be shaped.  A new creation is  born
from the old.

The window of opportunity is opening now. A new
destiny awaits you, one that is filled with the promise
of magic and mystery, and untold treasures.

Your inherent programming needs to be altered in
accordance with the new matrix  programs of  light,
which have been designed for your ascension out of
dense matter.

These  new  programs  are infinitely  more  flexible
than your present ones. They allow you to assimilate
more light codes into the field of Being, thus
strengthening and increasing your auric field.
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Your auric field contains the chakra system which is
currently aligned with third density. The installation
of new light codes into your energy matrix, will have
the effect of upgrading the chakra system. Previously
dormant chakras in your energy field will be
awakened. These  will  serve  you in  many different
ways than your existing ones. They will act as energy
portals to higher dimensional spheres, and will  link
you to other star systems and multidimensional
realities. They are time coded, and ready to be
unlocked now, for your highest good.

New light filaments are being constructed for you,
to increase the capacity of these chakric portals, in
order to  align them with much higher frequencies.
These portals of light will change your very existence,
opening new vistas for you all.

The etheric web is impregnated with light codes. It
is  underpinned by  the  stargate  systems,  otherwise
known  as  the “Gateway Systems”.  These advanced
systems are responsible for expediting growth,  and
bringing about great change. They are the stewards
of your  evolution, and  will  set  you  upon  a  new
course, one that is in harmony with your authentic
self. This new path to the stars, will awaken you from
your dream.

13
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Multidimensional  faceting  is  part  of  your  nature.
You exist simultaneously on many different levels of
Being.  Yours  is  a nature  of  vast  energy  fields,  all
overlapping each other. They are dimensionally
linked  from  within.  This  is  the  only  way  to access
these fields. The successful shifting to another
frequency,  will  move you  into these fields,  since  a
frequency  alignment  with  the  fields,  is  all  that is
required.

Matter exists as a slower manifestation of energy, at
the lowest end of the scale, if you will. As the energy
particles become finer, they become a more refined
Universal  material,  providing lightbodies of  a much
faster frequency, which  are not  slowed down  by
dross. These lightbodies are adept at moving
between the dimensional realities,  since the lattice
structure of the web allows them to pass through.
You on the other hand, are too dense in your current
dimensional reality, to be able to do this.

But  this  is  changing. You are destined to  receive
much lighter vehicles for your use. The energy matrix
is changing to accommodate these vehicles. The light
point at which they will become available, has almost
been  reached.  Once  there,  you will  shed  the  old
energy of the third dimensional reality, and be
transformed. This will be the point of no return, the
point at which your lives really begin to unfold in the
way that they were intended.

Bilateral codes exist to aid you in this process. These
codes coexist alongside your present geometry, on a
parallel  timeline.  It  is  these same codes  which the
“Gateway Systems” utilize, to align you with a higher
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geometrical presentation of form.
Recalibrations are necessary for this alignment to

occur. These will be provided for you by the
“Gateway Activators”,  who are empowered through
Kira to transmit  the energy packets,  containing the
codes.

This work is only just beginning on your world. As
more of you are attuned to these frequencies, it will
spread  rapidly,  speeding  up  your  evolution  in  the
process.

The  multidimensional  fields  of  existence,  secrete
knowledge and wisdom beyond your comprehension.
The ‘Avatars of Light’ have held this wisdom for you,
until you are ready to receive it. They are past
masters of energy and transmutation, having
followed their path diligently to the light.

They exist at a frequency far outside of your range.
Their  vehicles are  sheer transcendence.  Having  no
veils to remove, their light is powerful and
unimpeded.  They exist  to  serve the  Cosmos  in  it’s
spiritual development and growth.

Advanced technologies are available to the avatars,
who are  acting  as a  conduit  for  them. They are
grounding  these  into  the  planetary  matrices of all
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planets in the solar  system, where life dwells.  This
forms part of the ongoing work of ‘Source Alignment’
which is active within the Universal realms.

Major projects are being undertaken at this time,
which synchronize with this alignment. Many
advanced beings  of  light  are involved  in this  great
undertaking. The avatars have specialized knowledge
of  energy  transmission systems,  enabling them  to
provide the codes for transformation. These codes of
transformation, are the codes of the “Gateway
Systems”, which are a fundamental part of the
etheric web.

You are being asked to come into alignment with
these codes. This is a prerequisite for your evolution.
No spiritual growth can occur without the activation
of your DNA Templates. The activation energies will
reawaken you to your divine potential, restoring your
energy  matrix to  it’s original intended  design, or
blueprint.

The multi-functioning of your lightbody, is brought
about by additional matrix codes. These codes have a
reset  facility, that  will  override  existing programs,
allowing the  imprinting  of  new  programs of  light,
ones that will adapt readily to a changing
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environment.
This reset facility takes many forms. It uses quantum

light to make the changes that are needed, focusing
this light upon areas that require modification. This
light makes the structural changes to your
geometrical  templates,  that allows even more light
into your cells.

Your  cells  resonate  at  a  specific  frequency,  that
represents  a  particular  octave of  light.  As  the new
light is received, your bandwidth increases. It is
somewhat like shifting  from analogue to  digital,  in
your telecommunication services. The resulting
outcome is that more channels or frequencies,
become  available  to  you.  These  extra  frequencies
present opportunities for growth, and expansion of
‘Self’.

Your light  bearing  abilities  are  increasing.  As you
absorb more of the galactic codes into your energy
framework,  they are facilitating change on a grand
scale.

Monumental shifts are only made possible through
the changing of your inner codex. This will come into
effect via the activation energies that are being sent
to you, from the galactic realms, and certain
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empowered lightworkers, who are in themselves
activators of the divine frequencies. Their work is a
special gift to you all. A gift that will finally raise you
out of density, and back into the light once more.

The forces of light are impacting upon you from the
Stellar Stargate. This opening is being made for your
transition. This powerful vortex of light is calling you
to ascend. You  must  let  go of  the  old  ways,  and
relinquish that which no longer serves your highest
good. You must allow this new energy into your lives,
to sweep clean every area, to make room for a more
superior way of living, one that will benefit you
immensely.

All is being given for your greater good, and highest
blessings. It is time to leave the past behind you.

There is a greater scheme which all things obey, this
is the ‘Law of Love’. Love is the foundation of
everything in existence, it is the cornerstone of your
reality. It creates many links and bonds through it’s
attractive power.

At the subatomic level, particles are drawn to each
other to form atoms, which are used as the building
blocks of structures, which create the fabric of your
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Universe.
Molecular  bonds are formed which become your

DNA helixes. These helixes will then determine your
biology, and your subtle bodies. Intro-cranial activity
is fired through these atoms, resulting in
consciousness  streaming  from  your  ‘OverSelf’.  It  is
thus  that  individualized,  seemingly  separate beings
are projected into reality.

DNA is responsible for the character traits, for the
strengths and weaknesses of the Being, as it unfolds
it’s destiny within the Cosmos. It is the fundamental
driving force for life, as it grows vehicles for your use,
to enable you to participate in the Great Game.

The impulse from Divine Mind, is sent periodically
to all living things. This impulse acts as a wake up call
for  the  DNA. It  not  only  affects  the  DNA which  is
currently in use by you, but also the DNA which has
been lying dormant within you for millennia.

The action of the divine frequencies upon the DNA,
has an upgrading effect for all structures within the
lattice framework. New atomic particles are formed,
and  new  molecular  bonds  created,  to  house  your
newly emerging Selves. The rainbow rays of the
Cosmos,  carry information and  light  for  the DNA,
enabling it to grow and develop. As the DNA changes,
the very essence of your being changes along with it,
bringing the evolutionary forces to bear upon your
nature. This  is  how  life  expands  and  grows. It  is
always in a state of becoming.

Your  life  purpose is  to align with these forces  of
nature, to grant them entry into your energy fields,
allowing them to carry out their divine work
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unimpeded.

The completion of  your  cycle  is  imminent. Many
changes have brought you to this place in your
history. The journey has been tough, the trials never
ending, seemingly. However changes are accelerating
now,  they are  picking up  pace  as  your  old  system
draws to a close.

As a rule system changes take time in third density,
due to the molecular structure of the framework that
is supporting this dimensional reality. This network of
molecules is being collapsed and replaced by a firmer
and stronger  one,  one  that  is  better  equipped to
support the changing patterns of your Evolution.

Molecular density is not your enemy. It has served
it’s purpose well, despite the uncomfortable payload
of drama that it carries. These dramas have served to
activate your awareness, raising it higher and higher
towards the state of At-One-Ment.

These  projected  realities,  are  part  of  your  Soul’s
urge to participate, to learn, and experience life in
many  ways.  Each  reality  presents  opportunities  to
step beyond your dimensional form and it’s
boundaries,  thus breaking new ground, and sowing
the seed for further growth within each matrix.
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This opportunity is  upon you now, the chance to
evolve into a new life form. A more promising and
exciting future beckons for you all. When a window
closes, a new one opens, giving you a more expansive
view. The terrain will be somewhat different to that
which  you  are used  to,  but  you  will  successfully
acclimatize in time. New inroads are being made for
you, in this wonderful adventure of yours.

Multiple timelines are converging, to create a new
reality  for you.  Your existing matrix  is  energetically
challenged, from the perspective of ‘Real Time’.

That which you call  the ‘Now’  moment,  is  when
everything exists simultaneously, or when any given
point in time can be reached in an instance. This is
the true definition of the ‘Now’ or ‘Real Time’, as we
call it. There is no linear movement or progression.
Time behaves differently here.

Because  of  the  nature  of  ‘Real  Time’,  you  are
afforded many opportunities for your development.
You  can  choose to  experience  any timeframe  that
holds potential for your growth and enlightenment,
as beings of the divine creative force.

The restrictions which exist on your current
timeframe, do not apply here. The experiential
platform  is  more  flexible,  and has  greater  depth.
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Beings  have many  choices,  dependent  upon what
their Soul wishes to experience. There are a plethora
of choices available to you here.

The ‘Now’ experience is not as you believe it to be.
You will  come into a  greater  understanding of  this
phenomena, as it begins to open it’s doors to you.
Many levels will be tapped into, as your
consciousness  unfolds,  leading you on new greater
journeys of discovery. The quest will be fulfilled, as
you step back finally into the fifth dimensional reality.

Transformational  forces  are  entering  your  planet.
These  are  from  the  constellation  of  Orion. Orion
holds the key to many changes within your energy
matrix. It has the power to create new life forms, and
bring radical change to existing ones.

The Orion codes are stored within the Orion Matrix
of Light. They are made available through the three
portals  of  the Orion Belt,  ‘Alnitak’  ,  ‘Alnilam’ ,  and
‘Mintaka’ . These portals can only be opened by the
Orions themselves, those with the ‘Elohim’ ancestry.

The  ‘Gateway’ frequencies  contain  these  Orion
codes  as part  of  their  transformational  work. The
Pleiades  are  also  transmitting frequencies that  are
important  for your  evolution  as  a  species.  These
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codes are  again  provided  for  you  by the  Gateway
Energy.

The Gateway Systems supply  everything you will
ever  need  for  your  transformation  and  ascension.
They are comprised of many elements which operate
from the Quantum Field, instigating change from the
‘Core’ level of ‘Being’. Subatomic particles are
rearranged to provide new encoded sequences.
These new sequences will repair, adjust and
transform  your  DNA. This  will  allow  an expansion
from within the Higher Self Matrix. New codes shall
be fired, and existing ones triggered into action, for
the purpose of this transmutation process. Large
scale fundamental change is produced by the
working of these energies, changes that will far
surpass your previous growth. The ‘Gateway’ is the
engine of growth for all levels of Reality, and cannot
be superseded.

There are  new planetary  systems coming online.
These will  eschew vast  amounts of  knowledge and
wisdom for your use. The ‘Gateway System’ is
designed to continually update itself with the
emergence  of  new data  into it’s  fields.  These new
planetary systems will thus be incorporated into it’s
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matrix, and become available to you all.
Time  codes  are  set  at  different  stages  of  your

evolution.  They are  positioned at  various  points  in
your  life  cycle,  to  propel  you forwards with  a new
growth spurt.  They are used to fuel great changes,
giving you the impetus for forward movement. When
activated,  they  will  help  to  push  you  out  of old
energy patterns into ones that are more viable and
suitable  for  your development.  The  growth  that  is
achieved through these codes, can be phenomenal.
Their activation  can  set  you  upon  a new course
entirely, awakening great potential within you.
Potential  to transform you  individually,  collectively
and Universally.

You have arrived at one of these activation points
now, on the road to ‘At-One-Ment’. Success will  be
attained by recognizing the need to be transformed.
The feeling of being ‘stuck’ is a good indicator of the
need  for change,  as is  the  presence  of  repeating
cycles and patterns in your lives.

It is  the  responsibility of  each  individual  soul  to
make this choice. Recalibrations are a necessary part
of your realignment process. They need to be carried
out by those who are empowered to do so, such as
the ‘Gateway Activators’.  They are offering you the
chance  of  realignment  with  a new  energy matrix,
which  holds  a vastly  superior  encoding than  your
current one. Your present one has many limitations
that will keep you confined within the struggles and
strife of third density.

From our  vantage point,  we  see  this  as  an easy
choice to make. For we can already see your ‘Selves’
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in this new matrix of glorious light, and we tell you
that it is a wonder to behold.

There are different levels of the ‘Gateway’
frequency. These will be delivered to the Activators
of  the energy,  by  way of  a  downloading into their
Consciousness Fields. In this way their conscious
intention to send the energy, will be sufficient to start
the flow.

The energy upgrading will  occur in stages for the
recipients of this frequency. Many things will have to
be factored in, such as the existing condition of their
energy fields and chakra systems, and whether
blockages need to be removed, prior to the
upgrading process.

The initial work of the energy will be to seek out,
identify and  remove  all  blocks  within  the  energy
system. The Gateway Frequency has it’s own innate
wisdom, and knows exactly what  to  do to  achieve
this result.  Once the energy blocks are successfully
removed, the Gateway energy starts to work on the
individual’s DNA. A repairing and upgrading process
will then take place.

Gene splicing will occur in order to create new DNA.
Additional encoding will be attached to the strands of
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the helixes.  It  will  not be necessary to  grow more
three  dimensional  helixes,  since  you  already  have
other strands available from the etheric field. These
etheric strands will be given the new encoding, from
the subatomic level, and will subsequently be
activated into being, by the Gateway energy.

This will be an ongoing process, and the recipient of
the energy, will  require a number of treatments to
complete the work. This number will usually be
determined by the capabilities of the Activators
themselves.  Each  Activator has been  downloaded
with various programs which originate from different
star systems. These star systems include, the ‘Excel’ (
your current solar system, containing all of it’s nine
planets ); the ‘Andromeda’ system ( containing
thirteen different matrices ); the ‘Isis’ system
( containing the star codes from Sirius ); the ‘Genesis’
system ( which is a new system of combined
encoding from parallel worlds and dimensions ); the
‘Auriga’ system  ( containing  metaphysical  data for
your lightbodies ); the ‘Antares’ system ( which
contains a number  of  very advanced  codes  );  the
‘Pegasus’ system; the ‘Arcturus’ system ( again
containing advanced Light Technology ); the ‘Merka’
system ( containing numerous lightbody codes ), and
the ‘Orion’ system ( containing all the ‘Galactic
Centre’ frequencies and codes ).

Not all  Activators have been brought up to speed
with  all  of  the  systems. Some have  yet  to  receive
more  downloads. It  is  entirely their  choice,  which
systems they decide to incorporate into their work.
Regardless of how many system downloads they have
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received, you can be sure that only the most
advanced technology of  light,  will  be  given  to you
through them.

The ‘Gateway’  is  an infinite expression of  ‘Divine
Mind’,  given to you from the Heart  of  the ‘Creator
Self’,  who wishes to  see only  the manifestation of
your Highest Good.

The evolution of your matrix, will  set you upon a
new course in the history of Mankind. One that will
raise you to heights never before seen by you. The
dross shall be dissolved from your energy fields,
allowing the Light of ‘Source’ to shine brightly
through. You will become luminescent beings of
great light, power and wisdom, as your divinity
reveals itself through the layers of ‘Self’.

Instantaneous transmutations shall occur for some,
whilst others take the longer path, each according to
their  soul’s  inclination. Those with well  established
matrices, will spontaneously shift into the new
consciousness, having been upgraded in preparation
for this. Each soul makes it’s own choice when it is
ready. Those that are ready for the upgrading, will be
guided from within to receive the necessary
attunements, whilst others will follow at a later date.
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There is no race or competition in this, as all follows a
natural order.

There is much that can be achieved by you at this
time. Unprecedented  growth  is  taking place,  both
around and within you. Linear progression is coming
to an end, having outlived it’s usefulness as a tool for
growth. New tools are being presented to you now,
that will elevate you far beyond your present level of
development, synchronizing you with higher
dimensional life. The trusted ways are no longer to
be relied upon for your salvation. This will be brought
to you through different channels and much higher
frequencies than the norm.

Quantum  upgrades  are  in  alignment with  your
Higher Selves. The multidimensional frequencies that
are being received, will carry you forwards into a new
paradigm.

The existing system will become closed to you, in
order that you will no longer be able to access the
lower frequency fields of life. For generations these
fields have been active within your lives, bringing you
misery and distress. This cannot continue. Life holds
many  riches  that  have  been kept  from you during
your sojourn on the Earth. There is a storehouse of
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wealth and knowledge, which has as yet, been
untapped by you. The rigours of the third dimension,
have excluded these experiences.

Abundance is your birthright. Yet we see many of
you struggling to acquire your needs, let alone fulfil
your  wishes  for  a  better  life. In contrast  with  this,
prosperity  is  the  norm  for  multidimensional  living.
There is no lack here, since everything manifests for
our good spontaneously. Our heart’s desires are
fulfilled easily, without strife.

This wondrous life shall be a benefit of the quantum
shifting that is taking place in your reality. It is your
destiny to experience a better, more wholesome life,
to be all that you can be, for the good of the ‘Whole’.

Life purposes will change when you enter these new
frequency fields. You will no longer be focused upon
the mundane aspects of living. This energy will free
up your time, so to speak, allowing you to create new
opportunities for experiences that you cannot as yet
imagine. This is what the upgrading process is moving
you all towards.

The  signs  are in  the  heavens,  of  these  coming
changes. Many who study the occult sciences such as
‘Astrology’, will be able to see them. They foretell the
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coming  of  a  great  age,  one  whose  influence  will
spread across the Cosmos, fueling the birth of many
new paradigms.

Your nature is that of light, formed into structures
that house your Soul. Your consciousness is infinite
and is the expression of the Creator, whose life you
share.

The creative  patterns  for  growth are  established
within  the  energy  fields,  since  it  is  energy  which
provides the transformational force. These patterns
are amended from time to time, and are
reconfigured to produce change within your vehicles.

Knowledge of  your  past  is  contained within  your
memory fields. A past era of abundance, health and
wellbeing. These were attributed to the faster
frequencies which you had at that time. Your
frequency range or bandwidth was considerably
larger than  it  is now.  It  incorporated  many  finer
elements, which you have lost over time. A re-
engineering took place that downgraded your
consciousness, effectively removing you from the
higher echelons of awareness.

Your  inability  to  operate  from the highest  levels,
continues to date. We wish to see this changed, so
that  you may again  enjoy the benefits of  a higher
standard of living.

Your energy  matrix  has  accumulated dross  over
time, which is restricting your growth. This must be
eliminated, to return you to full functioning. The way
to achieve this is by the installation of programs of
light, which will have the effect of upgrading you to a
finer  operating  system.  This  is  somewhat like  the
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upgrading of your computers, which you all do
willingly. Now is the time to invest in your personal
upgrading. Are you  not  more  important  than  the
machines which you have created?

A systematic rising of consciousness is required to
return you to your former Selves. The prismatic light
quotients  will  be  lifted  accordingly, in  unison with
this.

The ability to navigate your consciousness fields will
be taught to you. This will enable you to flow your
consciousness  between  the  third,  fourth and fifth
dimensional realities. Consciousness switching is an
ability which you will come to use a lot. This will be a
marked step forwards in your Evolution, taking you to
a degree of mastery that you haven’t experienced for
millennia.

This is one essential component of Mastery. There
will be other areas that you will need to focus upon,
such as the realignment of your energy bodies, with
the ‘Source Self’. This alignment will ensure the free
flow  of  energy from  the  Divine  Matrix  into your
bodies  and  electrical  system,  which  will  have  the
effect of fine tuning your operating systems.

New programs of light will also need to be
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downloaded. This will be achieved more easily when
you  have  full interface capability  with  your  Higher
Self Monad. Molecular changes will then be
facilitated within  the Cellular  Matrix. These will  be
responsible for renewing, repairing and regenerating
your body temples.  Many  intricate processes  are
involved in this procedure, stemming from the
subatomic level of Creation.

The very nature of your cells is ‘Light’. The density
you see is but an illusion that allows you to engage in
third dimensional life. Your matrix of light will
continue to be changed and updated by new
programs, as and when they become available, and
as they become necessary. Remarkable changes are
occurring now, to support you and take you forwards
into a new wonderful era of Peace and Harmony.

Your  vibrational  alignments  are  mismatched with
higher density. They serve to create a complex matrix
of energy forms which hide the light of the Creator,
trapping  you  in  a web  of  lower  resonance. Much
work needs to be done to free you from this web of
deceit. Realignment processes will need to be
instigated as soon as possible, to change this state of
affairs for you.
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Many of you are now aware of these facts and sense
the dawning of this new era. Your sensibilities have
become more refined, allowing you to hone in on the
subtle frequencies. The attainment of a higher
dimensional matrix is available to you. This will
supersede and superimpose  the  lower  vibrational
model currently in existence.

Misaligned  thoughts  will  be  redirected  into new
channels of life, which will re-energize and
reinvigorate you. Transformations will occur easily in
this state of  realignment.  As you enter the flow of
new energy, you will no longer be swimming
upstream against  the current,  as  you are  presently
doing.  You  will  flow with  the  energy  in  a  state  of
allowance, instead of a state of resistance. This will
unfold a much easier life for you all.

Super manifestations will become normal in
alignment with the new abilities that you will  gain.
Your  inner  treasure  trove will  open  itself  to  you,
giving you many gifts that can be used for the benefit
of  yourselves and humanity.  The ‘Serpent  Fire’  will
rise once more, activating your energy centres. These
centres are linked with specific gifts. They operate as
portals of light connecting you with higher
dimensional frequencies. The opening of these
portals will create a shift in consciousness. It is this
new consciousness that will take you to
unprecedented  levels  of  Being,  and  riches  beyond
the imagination.
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The renewal of your energy matrix, will affect your
consciousness field, shifting you from mortal to
immortal. Though your Being resides in lower fields
of density, it is simultaneously connected with higher
density forms. These forms are not yet in expression
within your reality.

The changes in your energy matrix will provide a
platform for growth that will expand your
consciousness,  resulting  in  an  alignment with  the
higher principles of life.

Much information will  be stored within your new
matrix, that  will allow  even  further  expansions  to
take place. In  time nothing shall  be  impossible  for
you.  Great things are only possible when you align
with ‘Source’. These alignments are frequency
matches with the higher octaves of light, resulting in
a personal and collective transformation.

Energy modules are provided for you by the stargate
systems, the ‘Gateway Systems’ of Light. These tools
are operating for your highest good. Moreover they
are portals in themselves, that open new windows of
opportunity for you. Windows onto the sub-planes of
life, where many possibilities exist for your
advancement as a species.

The codons that are necessary for this connection,
are provided by the ‘Gateway Systems’. They will link
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up  your  energy lattice  to  form  new templates  for
growth. Much can be achieved through this energy
work, a shifting from the natural to the supernatural
plane.

The  Phi  ratio  contains  the  Divine  sequences  of
Golden Light. It is the principle of Oneness and
absolute Harmony within all life.

To access this divine principle within your energy
matrix, you must become an energy match to it. You
must  align  your  vibrational  fields  with  the  ‘Golden
Mean’,  which exists as an undercurrent to life. This
Golden Mean, is the energy of ‘Source’. It is ‘Source’
Light, vibrating at it’s optimum frequency.

This alignment will require the introduction of new
codes into your cellular matrix, that will activate the
divine frequencies of light. This will  then shift  your
matrix to a new resonance, that of the Golden Mean.
When you are in harmony with the ‘Lifestream’, all
the powers of  the Universe are  at  your  command.
Your intentions will manifest easily and quickly, since
there is no resistance within you. You are literally ‘in
the  flow’,  cooperating with  the divine  energies  of
‘Source’. This dynamic energy is completely at your
disposal, elevating you to your Creator Being status.
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The Founders  created  you  as  an  original Creator
Race, along with other Creator Beings. Your heritage
is divine and noble, and was recognized as such by
those  who  sought to keep  you  from  your  destiny,
enslaved by illusion and misinformation. This is your
dark Past. We use the word Past advisedly, since this
timeline is now evaporating. A new timeline of ‘Light’
is emerging for you all, that will see you returned to
your original Creator status, taking your place once
more amongst the hierarchy.

The misinformation program, has largely been
successful in keeping you focused away from the true
state  of  affairs  which  exist  upon your  world. This
program is now being deleted from your
consciousness. It has run it’s course, and is giving way
to the  new programs of  light,  which  will  resurrect
your consciousness.

Many programs are available to you, to transmute
your lower density bodies into higher density ones.
The keys to these programs will be given to you by
those who are already activated by the energy fields
of light. Once you receive the key-codes, you will in
turn be able to transmit the energy to others.

This will spread from continent to continent, leaving
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no stone unturned in it’s  wake, like the Divine Fire
which transmutes and purges every living thing. Your
mastery is dependent upon this energy reaching all
four corners of the world.

Even those who do not consciously use the energy,
shall become  unconscious  transmitters  and  divine
agents unknowingly. This is a blessing in itself,
culminating  in  worldwide  change.  The sooner you
return  to  your  former level of  empowerment,  the
better it will be for you.

The high density vehicles are your saviours. Their
resonance is encapsulated within the Diamond Sun,
containing the original blueprint for human life, given
to you by the Oraphim, the angelic humans. This was
established long ago, and will make a resurgence in
the coming times.

The knowledge of DNA and Merkabah mechanics,
will  return you to empowerment.  It  has  been with
you  in  distorted  formats  through  the  sacred  texts,
which have unfortunately been altered by those with
a  selfish  agenda. Because  of  this,  you  have  only
glimpsed a small part of this knowledge to date. This
travesty will be rectified, and this age old drama shall
come to a close. New treaties will be ratified
between the Star Nations, and your inclusion will be
complete.
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The promotion of the “Gateway Systems”, will help
all living beings, since many are unaware and are still
sleeping. These systems will help to wake them up, as
well as serving to modify their DNA to the new triple
strand helix which is being brought online for you all.

The interstellar nature of your matrix resonates with
high frequencies of light, which can only be obtained
by an  alteration  in  your  vibration.  This  is  achieved
easily through the DNA modifications which are
available to you from the use of these systems.

Widespread changes are imminent upon your
world, as it makes the transition to fifth dimensional
reality. You can choose to align with this transitioning
process, or you can choose to remain at your current
vibratory  level.  This  is  a  matter  for  each  soul  to
decide.  You can no longer sit  on the fence, hoping
these changes will  go away and that your lives will
settle back down again, into their usual rhythms. This
will not happen.

Everything you have known thus far, shall be swept
away  as  the  new  cycles  of  life  begin  to  ‘kick  in’.
Resistance is futile,  and will  not serve your highest
good. We do not wish to give you harsh words here
or be alarmists, only to stir those of you who sleep,
out of this slumber and into action. The changes will
not wait for you to be ready, they are already
underway. Will you make a conscious effort to align
with these  changes,  or  will you  stay  stuck  in  the
quagmire of limited beliefs and limited functionality?

Restrictions are there to act as a catalyst for growth,
and to  serve your  highest  purpose in  your  current
dimension.  This  is  not  so  when you  arrive  at 5D
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reality, where the flow of change is natural and
organic. Nothing is laboured or forced here. Lift your
sights dear ones, to behold the new wonderful reality
that is coming.

There are generations upon generations who serve
the  cause  of  lightbody  refinement.  These  are  the
Guardian Races, who diligently work to promote
change within the Galaxies.

Those  of  you  who are  activators,  will generally
belong to the Guardian Races and Time Keepers. Your
duty will be to guard the ancient secret technology of
light, and to release it at the right time to awakening
species. This is why you came to Earth at this time in
her history.

You  have  each  developed  different  skill  sets  on
other worlds and in other dimensions, which will aid
you here. Trust your Soul to guide you in the
unfolding  of  these  abilities,  using if  necessary  the
Gateway  energy  upon  yourselves.  You  can  request
the receiving of this energy at any time from us, or
conversely  you  can  work as  a  team,  and  send the
energy to each other, whichever works best for you.

As you already know, the energy will assess what
needs to be changed in your energy field,  and will
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then  make the  necessary  alterations  for you.  The
unlocking of your potential and your skill sets, will be
triggered by the energy.

This  you will  find,  is  yet  another  function of  the
Gateway, to awaken the dormant potential of all life,
which includes you. Do not omit yourselves from this
process.

We are all  powerfully linked with each other and
form a chain  of  energy that  makes  us  inseparable.
We value your input greatly, as Creator Beings with a
divinely chosen destiny. Do not underrate yourselves,
or underestimate your ability to bring change to your
beloved Earth!

Many previous incarnations have resulted in a wide
range of abilities for you all. You have acquired many
different talents upon your journey.

We wish you to use your experience to help the
fledgling human race to secure it’s footing upon the
spiritual  ladder. The  remembrance  of  the  ancient
knowledge  will  return  to  you,  especially  with  the
increasingly higher frequencies of light that are
entering your atmosphere. You are all waking up to
new potential to transform yourselves and your
world for the better.
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There  is  a grand  alliance,  called  the  ‘Guardian
Alliance’,  to  which  you, as  activators  belong.  It  is
comprised of  many advanced souls  like  yourselves,
who are keepers of ‘Gnosis’. Some have incarnated
into the ‘Essenes’ and have advanced the cause of
‘Gnosticism’. Others were on the Earth at the
beginning of  the  Great Wars,  to shed  light  on  the
darkness that was enveloping the people. You
contributed to  a  great movement  in  consciousness
that occurred at the end of the nineteenth century.
You  became  philosophers  and  teachers,  producing
works of literature which inspired  the  masses  to
return to the light. This was the legacy that you left
behind when you returned to the Stars.
Unfortunately this awakening, this resurgence of
consciousness, was suppressed by the mighty weight
of the dark ones, who were firmly in control at that
time.

You have returned to continue what you started.
This time the auspices are favorable, the resistance
to your light is diminishing daily. You have gained a
firm foothold now, and have anchored the light upon
the planet. Your success is assured, each making their
own contribution, in their own unique way. Such is
the Power of the Light at this time.
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Your interstellar  matrix  is  encoded to bring great
light to all spheres and all worlds which you inhabit.
You carry this beacon of light within you. You have
carried this  into the darkest  of  places,  transmuting
the darkness and restoring the light.

Many have been born into dysfunctional families in
order  to  transmute  their  energies.  This  was  your
initial mission, to erase the negative Karma of these
families,  to  help  them  become  part of  the  larger
‘Family of Light’ in awareness.

You form a global network of interconnecting lines
of light, which create a grid system. This is the grid
system of the ‘Avatar’, one who has ascended
beyond the earthly  plane of existence.  As  divine
activators,  you  carry  the  Avatar  gene  within  your
DNA, having successfully made your ascension long
before this lifetime. You have incarnated to oversee
the  planetary ascension,  and  to  bring  in  the  long
awaited harvest from the seeds which you have sown
during other lives.

This network will increase, as more of you awaken
to your roles and submit to the Gateway Programs.
The effectiveness of the programs, will determine the
growth of many races, and advance the light quotient
substantially.

We urge you to  consider  the ‘Whole’,  the bigger
picture that is unfolding before your very eyes. To see
beneath the surface, the true firmament of Heaven.
Great things will then be accomplished.
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By Divine ordinance you have been commissioned.
Through Love you have been fashioned out  of  the
Creators life, for joy and great blessings. These shall
be bestowed  upon you  by  the  Gateway  Systems’
advanced programming.

Your telepathic  abilities will  return to you as you
work with these energies. The ability to bilocate will
be resumed, and will be used to enhance your lives
further. The many changes taking place in your
energy fields, will restore your original blueprint
matrix, deleting the Anunnaki programming that was
given to you at the end of the Atlantean Era. A new
Era is beginning, that will be unlike any other in the
history of Mankind.

Our mainframe databases are continually upgraded,
to ensure  that  you  receive  the  most up  to date
technology of light, as you continue along this path.
We are always on hand to help you, with our Love,
Support and  Wisdom,  at  this  crucial  stage  of  your
development.

New beginnings have been created, and new
pathways established, that will bring the full light of
‘Source’ to you all. Blessed are you Dear Activators of
the Light.
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Your Divine Matrix is summoned into being by your
Higher Self Monad. New programs of light are
brought  into  action,  that  will  create  the  necessary
alignment with this matrix.

You are all moving rapidly towards this point in your
evolution, when time as you know it, ceases to be.
The culmination of many life experiences have
moved you to this point, offering great wisdom along
the way.

This phase of the journey is almost at an end. Great
changes  are  only  accomplished  when the  time  is
right. Such a time is NOW upon you.

Please use the code below daily to align yourselves
with  the  ‘Gateway Matrix  of  Light’. It  contains  a
special  energetic  for  long life and wellbeing, which
will enable you to fulfil your contracts.
It has a 12th ray frequency of extra dimensional light,
helping you to vibrate at this level.
Please place this upon your Solar Plexus Centre
(vortex) to accelerate and to absorb more light.
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